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The dissertation discussed the history and present development of teaching Chinese
characters to foreign students by the methods of paper studying, comparative analysis,
and interview. In addition, the vital integral part of teaching foreign students Chinese
characters, Component, was also studied on its theories and the present achievement.
The essay presented models and methods of Components-teaching, investigated some
representative comprehensive TCFL (Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language)
textbooks , Chinese characters-teaching textbooks which have been widely used in
elementary stage of TCFL and the present teaching situation in class. The problems
and disadvantages, especially which of Component-Teaching in the textbooks were
pointed out and analyzed as well. And put forward the idea of components method
used in teaching Chinese characters.
The study adopted the “Chinese characters Construction" theory of Su Peicheng based
on the different standards of analyzing and dismantling Chinese characters.  Various
ways such as statistics, generalization, and analysis were utilized. Guiding by
Standard Modern Chinese Characters Component Teaching in Elementary Stage and
Specification of Common Modern Chinese Character Components and Component
Names, the A-level characters in Outline of Chinese Words and Characters Level and
Outline of Chinese Language Major for Foreign Students were integrated and
generalized, which were used as the common characters in elementary stage of TCFL.
The characters were divided into Rational Characters, Half-rational Characters, and
Non-rational Characters from the perspective of Independent and Compound
characters, so as to study the specific ways of dismantling components and teaching
strategies. By analyzing and generalizing the dismantling result, the suggestions for
teaching characters ,an syllabus of teaching foreigners Chinese characters and a
textbook based on the components-teaching were brought up by describing and giving
instances.













teaching suitable to comparative course. The analysis of the characters in the textbook
was combined with the dismantling result mentioned above, and the strategy and
design of the characters-teaching in comparative course were discussed.
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